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Abstract
We are interested in understanding human personality and its
manifestations in human interactions. The automatic analysis
of such personality traits in natural conversation is quite complex due to the user-proﬁled corpora acquisition, annotation
task and multidimensional modeling. While in the experimental
psychology research this topic has been addressed extensively,
speech and language scientists have recently engaged in limited
experiments. In this paper we describe an automated system
for speaker-independent personality prediction in the context of
human-human spoken conversations. The evaluation of such
system is carried out on the PersIA human-human spoken dialog corpus annotated with user self-assessments of the Big-Five
personality traits. The personality predictor has been trained
on paralinguistic features and its evaluation on ﬁve personality
traits shows encouraging results for the conscientiousness and
extroversion labels.
Index Terms: Automated personality prediction from speech,
human–human dialog analysis.

a given paragraph and produces relatively short (≈ 20 sec.) utterances. The analysis of such personality traits corpora from
natural conversations is quite difﬁcult due to the user-proﬁled
corpora acquisition, and also its annotation task and multidimensional observations. There are traditionally two types of
personality trait assessment. The ﬁrst is a self-assessment from
the user under study and the second from a domain expert that
evaluates users’ traits. Last but not least personality may manifest in language-speciﬁc (e.g. spoken words or lexical statistics) or non-verbal cues [21]. In this paper we describe an automated system for speaker-independent personality prediction
from human-human spoken conversations. The evaluation of
such system is carried out on the PersIA human-human spoken
dialog corpus annotated with user self-assessments of the BigFive personality traits. The paper is organized as follows: second section discusses personality metric which was chosen for
the experiment; third is devoted to the description of the PersIA
human–human dialog corpus data collection process; section
four describes the classiﬁcation system and the personality trait
prediction experiments.

1. Introduction

2. Big-Five Personality Traits

Understanding human personality and its manifestations in human behavior has been a long term goal of experimental psychology and more recently of researchers in the human-machine
interaction and behavioral analytics. Such understanding would
facilitate the human-machine spoken interaction design. The
machine would have a possibility to customize its linguistic and
behavioral patterns according to the expected needs of the human counterpart. Nass [15] as well as Bickmore [4] suggest that
matching users’ personality increases the efﬁciency of the interaction and is more natural for the user. In the experimental psychology research this topic has been addressed extensively [14],
while speech and language scientists have recently engaged in
promising experiments [13, 17]. There have been studies on
how author’s personality affects the particular style of the short
textual communications (e-mails, blog entries) [9], the choice
of particular parts of speech [16]. A comparison of the role of
linguistic cues in spoken and textual communication is found
in [13]. To this date the technology of personality assessment
from speech (especially from paralinguistic cues) has had little
attention from the research community. Recently in [17, 18]
the authors designed a controlled experiment to acquire userproﬁled speech utterances. However such corpus is collected
by enacting different personality trait values (e.g extrovert vs
introvert) using a single professional actor. Such speaker reads

There are numerous theories of personality as well as there
are numerous deﬁnitions of personality, representing different
views of the human beings and their behavior. Most frequently
used in the computation-related psychological literature are the
trait models (theories) of personality. According to [1], the personality traits are “enduring patterns of perceiving, relating to,
and thinking about the environment and oneself that are exhibited in a wide range of social and personal contexts”. The traits
are considered the features that are relatively stable over time
and are assumed to affect the behavior of the individual. A personality is described through traits from a predeﬁned set. The
behavior of a person may be explained by a combination of the
traits [20].
The Big Five model [5] is generally the most used of the
trait personality models. It describes the human personality as
a vector of ﬁve values corresponding to bipolar traits:

† This is the current afﬁliation. The work has been done while
collaborating with University of Trento.

• Agreeableness: Compassion and cooperativeness (as opposed to suspicion)
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• Openness to experience: A preference to a varying experience, an appreciation for art, emotion, adventure, etc.
• Conscientiousness: A tendency to have a planned behavior (as opposed to spontaneous responses), a manifestation of self-discipline.
• Extroversion: “Energetic” behavior, an outgoing attitude, seeking the company of others.
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• Neuroticism: A tendency to “mood swings”, a tendency
to negative emotions such as anger or vulnerability.

Each Agent was assigned a three-hour slot during which he
or she was supposed to take calls from the Users. Each Agent
was provided with a sheet of paper that contained a summary of
knowledge that the simulated agency was supposed to provide.
The information contained in the sheet was ﬁctive; however, a
care was taken to assemble the sheet so that it contained believable facts.
The Agents were using a dedicated software tool to handle
all telephone calls. A simple protocol was established to identify the callers: Each call started with a few prompts, triggered
by the Agent, which asked the User to state his or her identiﬁcation number and ID number of the task. The tool automatically recorded the speech in separate channels together with the
identiﬁcation numbers of the User and the Agent and the task
ID number. The training of the Agents was minimal: only to
ensure that each Agent was able to handle the calls properly.

This model is a popular choice among language and computer science researchers. It has been used as a framework for
personality identiﬁcation as well as simulation. Mairesse et al.
[13] present a study of correlation of linguistic features on different levels (prosody, word choice, syntax) and the components
of the Big-Five personality vector. Argamon et al. [3] demonstrate that it is possible to determine extroversion and neuroticism of an individual from a sample of informal text written
by that person. Zen et al. [21] describe a system that is capable of recognition of extroversion and neuroticism from visual
surveillance.
The model may be employed also in the other direction,
that is for the synthesis of text or speech that perspires a desired personality. Mairesse et al. [12] presents PERSONAGE,
a framework for generating the restaurant recommendations in
textual form. André et al. [2] are using several Agreeableness
and Extroversion of the Big Five model to simulate conversation of virtual agents in which they present different cars for
sale to the observer of this dialog. The Big-Five model is used
also in other interactive applications, e.g. [7] describes a model
that helps consistently diversify the behavior of members of a
simulated crowd.
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3.1. Simulated Tourist Call Center
In this paper we experiment with the PersIA corpus that was
collected during a controlled study of the effects of the personality on the user experience [6] of a simulated human-operated
tourist call center. The purpose of this data collection was to
gather linguistic as well as acoustic data so that insights to the
manifestation of various personalities could be studied. The
motivation for this effort was to gather necessary knowledge
to build “Personable and Intelligent virtual Agents”, hence the
name of the corpus.
The corpus contains a series of human–human conversations. The simulation of the tourist call center was realized
by means of role-playing. Two separate groups of participants
were assembled: The Users and the Agents. Each participant’s
personality has been measured by a Big Five personality test
[10], translated into Italian with a back-translation veriﬁcation.
Each User was expected to make a series of telephone inquiries and each Agent – provide relevant answers in order to
fulﬁll the tourist tasks. Each User was given a schedule of calls
to make and a task to accomplish during each call. The tasks
included open-ended tasks (e.g. “Find out what you can do in
Bolzano.”), simple look-up tasks (e.g. “Find out the screening
time of The Unborn movie in Trento tonight.”), look-up tasks
where an alternative must be negotiated (similar to previous, but
no solution could be found without loosening the constraints,
such as suggesting another town or time), and tasks for which
there was no solution (e.g. “Find out the location of the mosque
in Trento.”)
The schedule and the task assignments were communicated
to the Users through a dedicated web site. Immediately after the
call, the Users were asked to compile a questionnaire to assess
the user experience on this web site, as shown in Figure 1. The
user experience was quantiﬁed by three indexes, Effectiveness,
Efﬁciency, and Satisfaction 1 .
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Figure 1: Overview of the study organization.
3.2. Corpus Description
A total of 24 speakers took part in the experiment.12 Users
(mean age 22 y.o.; age standard deviation 6.0; 7 males, 5 females) and 12 Agents (mean age 27 y.o.; age standard deviation
6.5; 6 males, 6 females) took part in the test. The speakers were
recruited from the university staff and students.
The Big Five proﬁles of all the speakers were known. Each
grade of personality trait was converted into a binary label “L”
for low-grade and “H” for high-grade of a given trait. It was
done according to a median split of the score population, resulted from the personality self-assessment questionnaire during the data collection. Each speaker was recorded in a separate
channel. The signal from each channel has been segmented into
utterances and transcribed.
Out of 144 calls that were possible (each User × each
Agent) 119 calls took place. The total duration was 2 hours and
14 minutes. The transcribed corpus contains approx. 15,000
words. Although there was a signiﬁcant variation in the duration of the individual dialogs, the mean dialog duration was
about 70 seconds.
Due to the asymmetry of the roles, the amount of speech
recorded and the structure of utterances in terms of dialog act
analysis were different for the Users and for the Agents. While
there were 6,145 tokens produced by the Users and 9,371 tokens
by the Agents. For the experiment described in this paper only
the Agents’ speech was used (Agent subcorpus).
The entire corpus was processed with TreeTagger in order
to obtain a part-of-speech tag for each word. For each trait, we
compared the POS distribution of the “L” and “H” level of that
trait. The χ2 -tests, one for each such a comparison, revealed
a signiﬁcant pairwise difference between the “L” and “H” dis-

accordance with the ISO 9241 standard
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tributions (χ2 (16, N = 9371) > 68, p << 0.0001 for all
tests). Such statistical distributions motivate future work on the
linguistic manifestation of personalities.

In order to explore a possibility to assess personality from a
dialog recording, a state-of-the-art emotion recognition system
has been trained and tested on the data, coming from the PersIA
database. The system consisted of an openSMILE-based feature
extraction [8] and the boostexter classiﬁer [19].
4.1. Feature Extraction

namic range; centroid; standard deviation; skewness and kurtosis; position of the maximum and minimum values; distance between minimum; maximum and the mean; coefﬁcients of linear
and quadratic regression; linear and quadratic errors of regression; quartile and percentile analysis for 95% and 98%; interquartile ranges; zero crossing rate; number of individual peaks;
average inter-peak distance; arithmetic mean of peak values;
number of non-zero values; arithmetic, quadratic and geometric
means for all and only non-zero values. Thus, the ﬁnal feature
vector consisted of 6552 individual real-valued parameters.
4.2. Classiﬁcation Experiment

For each of the whole set of 119 dialogs we extracted the speakers’ channel (user and agent). Each channel was processed to
remove long silence segments. This was done with the help of
Automated Turn Segmenter [11]. PersIA data collection has resulted in different amount of the spoken evidence between the
information providing agent and the user requesting assistance
(see Table 1 for details). The user channel typically contains
a few short questions and a lot of back-channel activity, while
the agent’s spoken activity is much longer and more diverse in
content. Only the agent channels were considered for further
processing.

A separate classiﬁer was trained for each cross-validation fold.
A blind stop after 500 iterations was chosen as a stopping criterion, thus, avoiding tuning the performance on the test set. Test
results of each of the individual classiﬁers were summed up to
produce a ﬁnal statistics. In the classiﬁcation experiment a binary label (“L” or “H”, see section 3.2 for details) was used. A
binarized self-assessment score was used as a supervision signal for the training pairs of the classiﬁer. Although expert and
self-assessment derived scores are found to be correlated with
each other, the “self-assessment report”-derived labels may lead
to a lower performance [14].

Table 1: PersIA corpus speech statistics for users and agents.

Table 2: Performance of predictors of individual Big Five
personality traits (Openness, Conscientiousness, Extroversion,
Agreeableness, Neuroticism). “CORR” – number of correctly
labeled dialog channels (the total number of dialog channels
was always 119), “Acc. %” – recognition accuracy in percents,“Chance %” – performance, corresponding to the random drawing from the prior distribution of labels,“p-value” –
probability to observe at least the experimental ratio of correct
guesses after random drawing from the prior distribution of labels.

4. Experiment

Speech Mean Duration
Seconds
Tokens
Dialogs (per Agent)
Agent 1
Agent 2
Agent 3
Agent 4
Agent 5
Agent 6
Agent 7
Agent 8
Agent 9
Agent 10
Agent 11
Agent 12

User
22.23
54.44
N of Dialogs
10
8
10
11
12
10
9
8
12
12
8
9

Agent
36.01
86.22
Total, sec
563
376
256
172
446
284
261
227
589
506
235
391

Personality Trait
Openness
Conscientiousness
Extroversion
Agreeableness
Neuroticism

The data was split 12-ways for cross-validation by leaving
one speaker out (LOSO). Thus each of the 12 test sets contained
the data coming from a single speaker that was not present in
the corresponding training set. This splitting strategy is essential as it was observed that random splitting of the data leads
to the classiﬁer memorising individual voices and the associated personality label, which results in the much higher average
performance expected in cross-validation.
Feature extraction was performed with the predeﬁned
openSMILE emo large.conf feature set [8]. The whole set
consisted of a detailed statistical description of the basic speech
features. Those basic features have included 13 MFCC coefﬁcients; envelopes in the individual mel-frequency channel (26
values); signal log-energy in a sliding window; band envelope
for bands 0-250 Hz, 0-650 Hz, 250-650 Hz, 1-4 kHz; spectral
centroid and ﬂux; spectral rolloff to the levels 25%, 50%, 75%,
90%; position of the spectral maximum and minimum; pitch
estimate; zero crossing rate. Additionally the ﬁrst and the second derivatives of each of the mentioned values were estimated
with a standard non-causal FIR approximation, thus giving 168
individual dynamically-changing feature readings. The statistics were taken uniformly over the entire spoken content of the
corresponding channel. The statistical parameters, which were
estimated for each individual feature reading, have included dy-

CORR
48
113
75
67
39

Acc. %
40.34
94.96
63.03
56.30
32.77

Chance %
52.97
73.17
50.00
54.83
50.00

p-value
0.9962
9.8 · 10−11
1.6 · 10−3
0.3401
0.9999

Table 2 summarizes the classiﬁer accuracy over the ﬁve personality traits. The performance for conscientiousness and extroversion signiﬁcantly rises above the chance level. The probability to observe a result, better than the experimental (i.e. at
least “Acc %”-ratio of sucessfully guessed personality labels)
while randomly drawing from the prior distribution of labels is
computed with a binomial test. In the case of conscientiousness
and extroversion this probability is signiﬁcantly less than the
standard signiﬁcance level of p = 0.05. This fact supports the
suggestion, that spoken evidence may be used for detection of
the mentioned personality traits (conscientiousness and extroversion).
Table 3: Performance of the predictors of extroversion with
some intermediate cases being removed from the consideration.
“RM scores” – particular scores being removed, “Total” – the
total number of dialog channels.“CORR”, “Acc. %”, “Chance
%”, “p-value” have the same meaning as in Table 2.
RM scores
6
6, 7

CORR
75
63

Total
108
87

Acc. %
69.44
72.41

Chance %
50.43
56.35

p-value
2.0 · 10−5
6.8 · 10−4

Figures 2 and 3 are reﬂecting the distribution of the system
predictions through the trait scores of the agents. It is evident
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Number of cases (normalised) of "H" and "L"
decisions by the predictor of conscientiousness
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